
St. Francis Xavier Catholic School 

Class: 7th Grade            Date: April 27th, 2020 

Week of: 04/27-05/01/2020     This week we focus on:    

English/Language Arts 

“NOTES: Questions, Notes, and Instructions will be given on CLASSTAG. 

LITERATURE: (literary pieces online) Be sure to read the complete text. Enjoy the movie, also.  

" The Ransom of Red Chief" (O Henry)  

Introduction:  

O Henry's story is centered around three characters:  

      Johnny Dorset, whose red hair suggests his fisty nature, Bill and Sam, his kidnappers, who think 
kidnapping "Red Chief" is going be an easy steal. But little do they know.  

Objectives:  

      Students will: 

             * give the author's purpose and a supporting detail  

             * identify the dominant figure of speech and two quotes to support their answer  

             * give the mood and words used to reinforce the mood  

             * apply setting, irony, imagery, conflict, climax, theme, point of view, mood, protagonist, 
antagonist  

Grammar: Continuation of the following: 

         Identifying independent clauses, dependent clauses, and sentence structures 

 

Science: Genetics 

This week we are learning about genetics. 

 

Understanding genetics maybe very complex so we will approach the lesson gradually. Below is a 
video that you are to watch. Write notes as we use to do do as a class and playback anything you 
need to hear more than once.  

https://youtu.be/mUr_ezQv1sY                                        
https://youtu.be/b93KDVQIvl8 

Once you’ve watched the video you can proceed to ck12 lesson. Read the entire page. This lesson is 
lengthy. Take your time. The YouTube videos above will help you understand the terminology used 
in CK12 so please watch them before you proceed.  

https://www.ck12.org/book/ck-12-life-science-for-middle-school/section/6.1/ 

Answer all questions with constructive responses. Complete sentences.  

Type any questions you want to ask me and send them to me on class tag (and not the answers       ) 
I won’t give you answers but I will make sure you are lead to what you are trying to understand.  

https://youtu.be/mUr_ezQv1sY
https://youtu.be/b93KDVQIvl8
https://www.ck12.org/book/ck-12-life-science-for-middle-school/section/6.1/


St. Francis Xavier Catholic School 

MATH: Ratios and Proportional Relationships (RP) & Expressions and Equations (EE) 

Announcements: Online support for 7th grade students will keep working on using proportional relationships 
to solve ratio and percent problems and solving numerical and algebraic expressions and equations. It is 
recommended to follow a daily routine which should include: 

1. To work in your IXL Diagnostic Action Plan per day (~10 min).  
2. To complete all math skills listed on IXL Assignment Report that are due for this week (~10 min). 
3. To complete those Learning Target Activities that you need to finish (~40 min). 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Learning Objectives:  

7.RP.A: Analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world and mathematical problems:  
*  7.RP.A.3: TSW use proportional relationships to solve multi-step ratio and percent problems of simple 

interest, tax, markups and markdowns, gratuities and commissions, fees, percent increase and decrease, 
and percent error. 

7.EE.B: Solve real-life and mathematical problems using numerical and algebraic expressions and equations. 

7.EE.B.3: TSW solve multi-step real-life and mathematical problems posed with positive and negative 
rational numbers in any form (whole numbers, fractions, and decimals), using tools strategically.  

Learning Target Activities: (target score= 75% and smart score=85%). The students will: 
*  Review online resources to define concepts related to the lesson: Percent, Original Price, Discount Price, 

Sales Price, Fee, Equation, Expression, Proportional Relationship, Ratio, and Equivalent Ratios. 
*  Complete the math skills (using IXL, Level I) referred to: percent equations and percent of change (L.8-

L.9); percent of change (L.10-L.11), to unit prices with unit conversions and unit price: find the total price 
(M.4-M.5); percent of a number (e.g., tax, discount) and which one is better coupon? (M.6-M.7); and to 
find the percent (tax, discount), sale prices (find the original price) and multi-step problems with percent 
(M.8-M.9-M.10). 

*  Complete the math skills (using IXL, Level I) referred to: multiply using the distributive property (R.11), 
evaluate numerical expressions involving decimals (E.11), evaluate numerical expressions involving 
fractions (G.18), evaluate numerical expressions involving exponents (I.9),  evaluate linear expressions 
(R.4), multi-variable expressions (R.5), and nonlinear expressions (R.7)  

*  Review online resources (tutorial videos) about: solving percent problems and numerical and algebraic 
expressions and equations.: IXL, Khan Academy, ACT Academic, Youtube. 

    Commutative and associative properties 
    https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.nf.commprop/commutative-and-associative-

properties-of-addition/ 
    Distributive Property 
    https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.ns.distprop/distributive-property-with-

variables/ 
*  Reflect using a digital object of his/her choice (video, infographic, blog post) to share and communicate 

his/her learning about strategies how to solve percent problems and expressions & equations. 

Assessment - How students will demonstrate mastery by: 
-  Reflecting about how to solve multi-step ratio and percent problems, and expressions & equations. 
-  Completing the math skills assigned using IXL and solving real-world and mathematical problems using 

Edulastic Formative and Summative Assessments. 
-  Creating a digital object to communicate his/her learning about how to solve multi-step ratio and percent 

problems. 

IXL Assignment Report: 25 out of forty assignments are due on Friday, May 1st, 2020. 

        

Social Studies: Abolitionist Movement 

The students will complete a “Summary of the Reading”: 

DECLARATON OF SENTIMENTS OF THE AMERICAN Anti-Slavery 

Click or type the link below: 

http://utc.iath.virginia.edu/abolitn/abeswigct.html 

https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.nf.commprop/commutative-and-associative-properties-of-addition/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.nf.commprop/commutative-and-associative-properties-of-addition/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.ns.distprop/distributive-property-with-variables/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/mgbh.math.ns.distprop/distributive-property-with-variables/
http://utc.iath.virginia.edu/abolitn/abeswigct.html

